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DERMOT MORAN
ALTHOUGH the
Existentialist
movement has been officially dead
for about fifteen years, its literature still has the. capacity tO~'interest
students, often ()verwhelmed) by
what they believe to be ,the inescapable dullness of professional, technical philosophy. Existentialism
focuses on· ·human existence in its
concre~eness, in its nauseating fluidity, its anguish. As teenagers, the
idea that life was' so horrible and
yet so '<::xperiencable', so deliciously vecu, held. a fascination for us
which led to the study of philosophy.. However, for most, the
philosophy which was taught in
universities made no impression on
then- souls, so they left to -study literature or experience more heathen
living. The philosophy of the existent,ialists became mixed up with a
general sixties> do-your-own-thing,
je-ne-regrette-rien attitude Iwhich
owed ,more to Baba Ram Dass's Be
Here Now than' -to Sartre's classic
Being and Nothingness. The slogans
of the Paris cafes, the idea that God
is dead, that eveiything is permit~
ted, that man,is a 4'useless passion",
serv~d 'as neat ~xplanations for
frequent insobriety. But that ,was
the extent of it, and existentialism
! in its popular .manifestation mingled with .,Marxist cominitment to
humanity and Zen techniques for
emptying the heart of attachment
and detachment.
But behind this nihilistic though
pleasurable
Lebensphilosophie
stands a more sober and terrifying
literature-Kierkegaard's
struggles
with his unscientific spirit, Nietzsche's attempt at the de'struction of
all Christian v~ues, Sartre's and
Camus's dialogue with despair. The
main effect of this literature was to
point to the Totten heart of twentyfive" centuries of -west.ern civilisation, a horrible idling of the machine, which left values as mere
empty words and, robbed actions of
their destiny. Kierkegaard's Concluding Unscientific Postscript or
Nietzsche's Thus Spoke Zarathustra
are as relevant to metaphysics
today as they were w hen they first
appeared in the last century. Today, in fact, Nietzsche's star is on a
meteoric rise, freed from the ghost
of Fascism which his fanatical sister shackled to him. The term 'existentialism' does not adequately
contain the varied Auestions and
probings of these writers, and the
sooner the term disappears, the better it will be for philosophy. As for
the excitement of reading 'about
humans as they actually are, rather
than as they are -idealistically or
drearily supposed to be, that excitement will remain in these books, as
it remains in Plato or Augustine,
because of thc.~ md<.lphysical depth
and sheer literary force of their
inquiries.
Secondary literature on the existentialists is another matter. Nathan
Scott's book, Mirrors of Man in
Existlmtialism, is yet another contribution to the vast literature on
the subject. Like Blackham's Six
Existentialist Thinkers (I 951). it
also chooses six thinkers as cpitom~
isrng the mOVc.!m'cnt. First, let me
say that Nathan Scott adds absolutely nothing new to OUT knowlc.·dgc oT Kicrkcgaard, Niet.zschc.:,.
Sartre, Camus, Hcidcggc.:r or Bubcr.

Secondly, he linsists in including
Heidegger as an existentialist,
against, that philosopher's own- refusal to be part of the movement,
and his own assertion that human
being had no special interest to
,him, except as the path to .inquire
about being-in-general. Thirdly,
Professor Scott sees everything Ln a
heroes-and-villains
atmosphfre;'
Nietzche's sister, ,who -altered many
.of het bro'ther's notes 't.o ,<ppear
more racist and anti-Semitic "lhan
,they were, had a "shrewish"; and'
"grasping" nature, acc.ordin'g t.o
Scott. While he praises -Sartre 's and
Camus's ,oppositi<?n to Fascism,
Scott finds Sartre's interest in Russian Communist1la blindness and a
"prejudice'_ History is rather t.o.o
simplified 'in Professor SC.ott's
analysis.
"To the lay person interested in
philoSQphy, this hook is an adequate introduction tQ some' exciting ~hinkers., The reader ,is greatly
aided by the clarity and bright
vigour' of ~cotCs prose; he never
fails to. interest, and his eXPQsition
is, -except in some' small instances,
very sourid. His ,.outlDok sees Ex~
tentlruism' as a' religi.ous world-view,
ev~n if ~od is absent or dead. Itis'a
world-view which-, Seeks: hum~
value' and significance in the brute
facts' .of everyday existence. Man,fDr Scott, hi the modem age is 'es--sentially homeless, 'unable to rest
content with himself or his surroU:ndings~ Human freedom", instead
of giving man hope and power as it
did in the Renaissance, new has become a burden, a chasm of emptiness which opens up under foot.
Freedom is empty because it is
valueless, nonnless. The horrors .of
two world wars have bro'ught this
scandal of humanity home to us.
One could go on, but the picture. is
clear enough. Terms lik~ ualienation", uchaQs"t "selitude" frequently appear. Professor Scott is
able to channel fresh personal
meaning into each of these terms,
and he" ends by _seeing existentialism
as a valid humanist protest in a dehumanised scientific world. But is
this enough? Is it not just a little
t.oO pat? The standard pass answer
to the examination question: Discuss the meaning of alienation in
the philosophy of the Existentialists?
I have always been troubled by
the ease with which such terms as
alienation or emptiness \ can be
thrown ab.out. Safe and secure professors write b.ooks about the ultimate meaning of the human condition_ Even if the answers are all
depressingly vacant, these people go
on acting as if there are answers. In
most qises it is the questions which
have never been asked.
Kierkegaard,
Camus,
Sartre t
Nietzsche were all rebels and iconQClasts (even if Sartre has been institutionalised in France,' his acti.ons
we're always a mocking of hi~ hour-geois role). These people are best
read .on their own; the potted aca~
deroic ver_sions are as frigid as death
itself. The questions and the inquiries which come from the heart will
bc.~ answered by the heart. That is
the great gift .of the existentialists:
they teach that, the passions tO.o
have a voice, and that voice will be
heard.
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KAREN Horney was born at
village of Blankensee near Hamburg, on 16 September 1885. Her
father was a blue-eyed, somewhat
autocratic Norwegian who adopted
German nationality and eventually
became a commodore' in the Ham:'"
burg-Am.erican Line." Her mother"
was Dutch-Gennan. Karen had oni
brother, Berndt, who was four
years older than her and a cause of
early jealousy to a little girl ~ho
was already something of a feminist and who was to have some difficulty in persuading her father to
allow her to take a university
course. She was before her time and
when she took her physikum, a step
on the road tQ becoming a -doctor,
it is not surprising that a photograph shows her as the only woman
among seven successful candidate.s.
She was born into a highly interesting transitional epoch, and Dr
Rubins, 'a tr~ing-analyst and dean
of the American Institute for Psychoanalysis, has managed t.o produce a highly interesting biography
of a remarkable woman who was involved from a very early stage in
the struggles, and later the internecine warfare, of a highly controversial ~d developing movement.
She herself was a courageous but
tolerant individual and saw no
point in turning impersenal issues
into personal' quarrels. And her
biographer has· the same gift of
tolerance. He never attempts t.o
dramatise the painful rivalries of
organised
psychoanalysis
when
even Freudians disagreed ameng
themselves and J ung, Adler and
others went off presently in entirely nevel directions. The history
of these various dispu tes is an interesting part of the histOlY of that
period covering two world wars and
culminating in the rise of the Nazis
with their strong. objection to psych.oanalysis, a' doctrine originated
by a Jew and, from its start, with a
strong Jewish fellowing. It equalled
and indeed surpassed tpeir hatred
of certain contemp.orary tendencies
in art, which also had many'Jewish
supporters.
Because we meet her as a child,

Karen Horney:
before her time
schoolgirl, medical student, young
wife and mother of three talented
daughters (who haye obviously
given Dr Rubins every degree of co.operation), his book will hold interest even for a reader who dislikes
analysis. It may confirm many .of
their prejudices against the movement. If Germany became the foster-mother of a Vienna-born creed,
the United States unquestionably
ended as its Sugar-Daddy (or Mam·
my? One cannot be too careful
about sexual orientations where
psychoanalysis
is
concerned).
People like Marilyn Monroe would
place their hopes .of salvation on it,
and it would become a kind of
substitute for religiQn although, in
Karen's case, her friend Paul Tillich could say of her after her
death, "Few people were so strong
in the aff"mnation of their being,
so full of the joy of living, so able
to rest in themselves and to create
without cessati.on beyond themselves ... It was the voice of people,
of inner experience, of nature, of
poetry, ..- and in the last year, the
voice of eastern' religion, which
grasped her heart."
She did not become an American resident until the year 1932
and it was in that country sht! pub-
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